
Easter nest with Easter bunny
Instructions No. 2489
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 5 Hours

This gorgeous Easter nest with bunny and flowers is the perfect eye-catcher for spring and the Easter season. Learn in this
tutorial how to cast the little bunny from Keraflott and then arrange it together with some decorative elements.

1. First pour the Keraflott bunny: to do this, mix the powder with water in a container to form a creamy mass. Read the instructions on the package. Pour the
mixture into the mould and leave to dry for several hours. 

Tip: Use the practical mould holder as a helper. This is placed in a container with water and then the mould is attached. This way, the casting compound can
be poured in optimally and you get a perfect result. 

2. After approx. 12 hours, remove the casting from the mould and leave it to dry completely in the air for a further 12 hours. 

3. Use VBS Beton Color to give the bunny a rustic look. Use a brush to apply the colour. 

4. Once the colour has dried, you can arrange the bunny in the brushwood nest together with artificial flowers and feathers. Use a little hot glue to fix it in place
if necessary.

Article number Article name Qty
480024 Keraflott Relief Casting Compound, White1 kg 1
10916 Latex casting mold "big bunny 1
755696-02 VBS Concrete Color, 250mlDark grey 1
10312 VBS Brushwood nest 1
618694 Chickens Feathers 1
610940 Jingles, 15 mm, gold 1
517751 Mould holder for latex solid moulds 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/mould-holder-for-latex-solid-moulds-a164990/


https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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